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1.

INT. RUN DOWN APARTMENT BLDG. - NIGHT
PARCONI finishes climbing the stairs in this shabby walkup, steps into the hallway amid numerous uniformed
officers. Parconi moves to the entrance of an open
apartment doorway.
PARCONI
So what do we got?
A uniformed officer, RANKIN, walks Parconi through the
apartment towards the back bathroom.
RANKIN
Neighbor called in a domestic
disturbance. Uniforms arrived on the
scene. Door was open.
They arrive at the bathroom. The Officer steps aside
letting Parconi into the bathroom doorway.
RANKIN (CONT’D)
They found this.
Through the doorway Parconi sees a MALE BODY half slung
over the edge of the tub. Blood everywhere.
RANKIN (CONT’D)
Apparently started as yelling, then
escalated to screams. That’s when the
neighbor called it in.
PARCONI
Well one thing’s for sure.
What’s that?

RANKIN

PARCONI
Sure is quiet now.
From across the room another detective, FREEMAN, calls
out.
Parconi!

FREEMAN

Parconi turns and sees Freeman holding a picture frame
up.
FREEMAN (CONT’D)
This our guy?
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Parconi takes a piece of gum from a pack and folds it
into his mouth. He takes a few chews.
PARCONI
I don’t know, Freeman. You want to wipe
that blood off his face maybe you can
make a positive ID. Me, I’ll wait for the
coroners to do their job.
FREEMAN
Always a smart ass.
Parconi turns back toward the bathroom.
PARCONI
(under his breath)
Better than a dumb ass.
FREEMAN
I heard that. (quiet) Asshole.
Parconi notices the uniformed officer, Rankin, is
noticeably keeping his face turned away from the scene.
PARCONI
This your first DB...
Parconi leans to see Rankin’s name on his badge.
Rankin?

PARCONI (CONT’D)

Rankin fidgets slightly.
RANKIN
Uh, yes sir. Not to worry, sir. I’ll get
used to it.
Parconi steps gingerly into the bathroom, his eyes
scanning the body and area around it.
PARCONI
(to himself)
I’m afraid you will.
Freeman appears in the bathroom doorway.
FREEMAN
Coroner’s here. (’re the body) Unless
you want to play patty-cake with your new
best friend there.
PARCONI
You’re a sick man, Freeman.
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FREEMAN
And they finally tracked down the
building manager. He’s waiting
downstairs.
Freeman turns and exits. Parconi takes one final look
around and carefully extricates himself from the space.
He pauses at the doorway, looking at Rankin.
PARCONI
Good work young man.
RANKIN
Thank you, sir.
Parconi starts to move through the apartment following
Freeman who heads for the front door.
PARCONI
You see that, Freeman? That’s what is
commonly referred to as “manners.”
Apparently not so common in your family.
Bite me.

FREEMAN

PARCONI
Bite you? Bite you? Freeman I would chew
you up and spit you out if this were the
jungle. You hear me?
FREEMAN
What’s the matter, Parconi? Your latest
old lady split on you?
They exit the apartment. Parconi looks around.
PARCONI
So where is this manager?
FREEMAN
You got no one to impress with your big
mouth at home now you gotta bring us a
double dose of your shit?
Parconi is silent. Freeman pauses a beat, then...
FREEMAN (CONT’D)
He’s downstairs. Not everyone has your
way with a corpse.
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